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ABSTRACT

Mobile reception of FM broadcasting services is quite difficult. Multipath

propagation and fading are the major problems. Within the framework of the

Eureka 147 project the participants are developing a new digital audio

broadcasting system called Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB). A major starting

point was providing an audio quality comparable to that of Compact Disc. A

modulation method called Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)

has been chosen, which is resistant against multipath propagation. Since the

system can deal with multipath propagation, it is possible to use co-channel

repeaters in badly served areas, because the signal from the repeater can be

seen as an additional reflection.

A transmitter and a co-channel repeater have been installed to test the

feasibility of the system. A test vehicle has been provided with a receiver. A

measurement setup has been chosen in order to record important channel

parameters and the received audio signa1 while driving. This makes analyzing

the data after the test drives possible. The test drives have been carried out

both with the repeater turned off and with the repeater turned on.

The system proved to be capable of dealing with multipath reception. The

performance of the system is virtually independent of the multipath situation,

provided that the impulse response duration does not exceed a certain value,

which is determined by the parameters of the modulation system. The limit of

operation is, under this condition, solely determined by the field strength.

Whenever the field strength was above a certain level, the audio quality was

equal to that of a Compact Disc. A co-channel repeater is able to enhance the

field strength in a badly served area, which improves the reception quality.

A DAB simulation program has been provided with a model of a mobile

channel. Some simulations have been carried out to verify the performance of

OFDM. The model provides a basis for studying the effect of different system

parameters.
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1. Introduction

High-quality audio broadcasting started in the 50s with the introduction of

FM radio. A decade later stereo operation has been added. The FM system was

originally meant for stationary reception with a directional antenna at roof-top

level. Nowadays, people expect to receive a signal with a portable or mobile

receiver. Vnder these conditions the reception often is disturbed. Moreover, the

introduction of digital sound media, such as Compact Disc (CD) and Digital

Audio Tape (DAT), stimulated the demand for high quality sound. This demand

is partIy met by the introduction of Digital Satellite Radio (DSR) at this

moment, which makes stationary radio reception with an excellent sound

quality, comparable with CD, possible.

The next step is the development of a terrestrial broadcasting system, suitable

for mobile reception and the sound quality delivered must be comparabIe to

that of CD. Within the framework of the European research and development

project Eureka 147 a new broadcasting system called Digital Audio

Broadcasting (DAB), fully digital from studio to user, is in development. This

system uses Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex modulation in order to

overcome the problems of the mobile channel.

A hardware implementation of a DAB system has been built in order to test the

technical feasibility of the system. The first field trial within Philips has been

performed. After an introduction to the theoretical aspects of DAB the test

method and the results are described in this report.
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2. Principles of DAB

In tros chapter a brief description of the mobile radio channel will be given.

Keeping the properties of the mobile channel in mind, a solution to overcome

the problems of the mobile environment will be presented. This solution is the

OFDM modulation technique. Once understanding the OFDM modulation

technique it is easy to comprehend a method for enhancing the reception

quality in not weIl served areas like tunnels, valleys and heavily shielded

urban areas by using gap-fillers.

2.1 Brief description of the mobile channel

The mobile channel is very adverse. The transmitted signal is affected by

multipath propagation and the channel characteristics are a function of time.

The channel model can be represented by the following block diagram [13]:

+

. .: E;] :. .
L ) T~I+i ;

Figure 1. Mobile channel model

The delays Ti arise from specular reflections. The multiplying factors ~(t)

include the effects of local scattering. If the number of scattered waves is large

enough, it can be shown that the modulus of the terms ~(t) follows a Rayleigh

distribution [13].
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The major problem in a mobile transmission environment is mu1tipath pro

pagation. The channel transfer function is frequency variant and time variant.

The channel impulse response usually extends over a few microseconds. Ir the

multipath delay spread Tm is defined as the spread of the delays Ti in figure 1,

then the coherence bandwidth

(1)

The channel is frequency-selective if the signal bandwidth is larger than (M\oh.

Ir conventional digital modulation systems are used, they will suffer from

intersymbol interference (ISI). Given the high selectivity of the channel,

conventional equalization techniques are very difficult to implement. Ir the

signalling interval duration Ts satisfies the condition Ts » Tm the channel

introduces a negligible amount of IS!. This condition implies in the frequency

domain that 1/Ts « (.M\oh. If we define a parameter 11

(2)

The condition for a frequency-non-selective channel becomes 11 « 1.

The channel being time variant is a consequence of the moving vehicle. A

measure of the coherence time of the channel is given by

(ät)coh f:: l/Dmax

Dmax is the maximum Doppier frequency:

D =v[
max c
where:

v: vehicle velocity
f:frequency
c: speed of light

(3)

(4)

The channel attenuation and phase shift are virtually constant when observing
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a time duration smaller than the coherence time. The channel is called a time

non-selective (=slowly fading) channel if the channel attenuation and phase

shift vary slowly compared to the signalling interval duration Ts • This condition

is expressed by

Introducing the parameter ~:

A = D ·T
.... tnax s

A channel is time-non-seleetive if ~ « 1.

(5)

(6)

A modulation method that is able to cope with the problems in a mobile

transmission environment is OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multi

plex), provided that the parameters ].1 and ~ are properly chosen, namely

].1 < 0.1 and ~ < 0.02 [6]. This modulation method will be described in the next

section.

2.2 General principles of OFDM

Narrowband signals are less sensitive to the frequency-selective distortion

found in a mobile channel than wideband signaIs. Instead of modulating the

data (bitrate rb) onto a single carrier, the OFDM system uses a large number N

of (D)PSK-modulated carriers [2], each having a low bitrate (riN). The bit

duration of each carrier (N/rb) is N times longer than the bit duration in the

case of a single carrier (lJrb)' so the transmission suffers less from IS1.

On the other hand the bitrate of each carrier must have a certain minimum

value, which is determined by the coherence time, otherwise we are confronted

with the problem of fast fading. This is very unfavourable in the case of

differential PSK
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Let {fk} be the set of carrier frequencies, with:

(7)

where k represents the number of the carrier and Ts the time duration of the

symbol (Ts=N/rb). An orthogonal base of signals is then defined as

lfJit) =glt-jT), with k=O to N-l, j= -00 to 00

where:
(8)

The signal spectra of gk(t) mutual1y overlap. The sum of all these overlapping

spectra approximates a rectangular spectrum.

The set of signals ':Pj,k(t) satisfies the orthogonality conditions:

+CD

-CD

CD

and (9)

where "*" represents the complex conjugate and I I. I I the modulus of a complex

number.

The modulated OFDM signal can then be written (complex representation)

+CD N-l

x(t) =L L Ci,klfj,k(t)
J=-CD k=O

(l0)

The complex symbol Cj,k represents the phase modulation. If each carrier is

QPSK modulated then Cj,k is selected from the alphabet { l+i, l-i, -l+i, -l-i }.
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The demodulation rule may be expressed as

+00

ejJe =~ fx(t)'J!j~(t)dt
$-00

(11)

The spectra of the N modulated carriers mutually overlap, but the

orthogonality conditions (9) guarantee that the data of each carrier can be

extracted without mutual interference between the N carriers.

The spectrum of the OFDM-signal is presented in figure 2 (Y-axis in dB, X-axis

in Hz). The carriers are QPSK modulated. The number of carriers is 16 and the

symbol duration Ts = 64 ps.

a f \

rSDCfl 1\

~

A
I

-3a
-Z590ao f Z50000

Figure 2. The OFDM spectrum

2.3 Utilisation of a guard interval

In the case of multiple paths in the transmission channel the condition of

perfect orthogonality between the N signals is no longer maintained, resulting

in mutual interference between the N signaIs. A solution would be increasing

indefinitely the number of carriers and the symbol duration. But besides from
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technological limitations, there would arise the problem of fast-fading: the

channel charaeteristics change during one signalling interval. The solution

comprises the addition of a guard interval before each useful symbol. If the

guard interval duration is longer then the spread of the impulse response of the

channel, the useful period of the signal remains free of ISI.

Let

T..=T +äs s

where:
(12)

Ts: useful symbol duration
ä: guard interval duration

r;: total symbol duration

The useful signals are defined by

The base of elementary signals becomes

where

(13)

(14)

-ä~t~Ts

otherwise

The modulated OFDM signal can then be written as

+tD N-l

x(t) =L L CjJe'Y;it)
j=-tD k=O

The decoding rule can be deduced as

+tD

Cj,k =~ fx(t)'Yj·it)dt
S -tD

(15)

(16)
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The use of a guard interval causes the spectrum of the OFDM-signal to be

non-white (figure 3). The guard interval duration is 16 }lS and the useful

symbol duration is 64 }lS. The number of carriers is 16.

0

NW! INVlAMrMV1

rSD(fl A, IA

J'I.
~ V

IA

,J\
~v vVv

'1\"rr V v

-30
-Z5BOl'JO f Z5l'Jaal'J

Figure 3. The spectrum of the OFDM-signal with
guard interval.

2.4 The OFDM system in the presence of multipath propagation

For the analysis we assume that the following conditions are valid:

- the duration of the channel impulse response Tm is less than f:J..

- the channel varies slowly compared with the symbol duration T'a.

Dnder these conditions it is possible to describe the multipath channel by a set

of discrete values ~,k representing the complex response at the frequency fk

and at the instant jT'a:

(17)

Dnder these conditions the useful signal is not affected by intersymbol

interference. The received signal can then be written as

N-l

y(t) =L ~,kCj,klfj,k(t) j~s;.t<j~+Ts
k=O

(18)

If we apply the decoding rule (10) we obtain the transmitted Cj,k multiplied by
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the channel response:

+...

~,kCj.k=~ f y(t) 'Pj:k(t)dt
s-...

(19)

Differential modulation/demodulation can be applied, because the channel

frequency transfer function (Hj,k) changes slowly compared with the symbol

duration (q,k). 80 the system is able to cope with muItipath propagation if the

duration of the impulse response is less than the duration of the guard interval.

2.5 Demodulation of the OFDM-signal

The conventional method of demodulating the OFDM-signal is the use of

matched filters: for each of the emitted carriers fk, a filter matched to the signal

gk(t) is necessary. Because of the orthogonality of the signals gk(t) the

demodulation can be performed by using FFT operations.

The received signal is translated to baseband by means of mixing with alocal

oscillator of the frequency fo+1I2Tssmple' with Tsample=TjN. The complex baseband

signal can be written:

(20)

The baseband signal is converted into a train of samples. The baseband signal

is sampled at a frequency fsample= llTsample:

Let us write

N-I

Yb(nTsampk) =(-l)n L HkCke2tllkn/N
k=o

(21)
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(22)

Thus we have

(23)

{Yn} appears as the inverse discrete Fourier transform (lDFT) of {Yk }. Yk can

thus be calculated by using a FFT algorithm:

N-l

Yk =L Ylle-
2j1t

nlc/N

11=0

(24)

The sampling frequency fsample should be more than twice the maximum

frequency of the baseband signal Yb(t) (Nyquist). This is satisfied by choosing

fsample=ltrsample' Since rectangular filter characteristics are not realisabIe we

choose fsample=ltrsample and we limit the number of emitted carriers to Nactive

which is less than N, in order to reduce the bandwidth slightly.

In a practical transmitter the modulation is done by calculating an IFFT of the

phases, which are represented by the complex numbers ~. The output of the

IFFT is passed trough a DIA converler. At the output of this converter an

OFDM baseband signal is available [18].

2.6 Channel coding

The decrease of the bit error rate as a function of the transmitted power in a

Rayleigh channel is very slow (in Appendix F some BER curves are given). By

using a coding/decoding scheme (COFDM, Coded OFDM) we have a virtually

error free system if the signal strength at the receiver is above some threshold.

Due to the nature of the mobile channel errors occur in bursts. There is a·

dependency between successive channel bits. Codes of the algebraic type are
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capable of correcting burst errors, but the implementation is very complex.

Convolution codes together with soft-decision Viterbi decoding are easier to

implement, but independence between successive bits at the Viterbi decoder

input has to be guaranteed. This independence is created by applying

interleaving schemes. This interleaving is done in two dimensions, namely

interleaving in time and interleaving in frequency.

2.7 Interleaving

We have stated that the conditions of independence are created by the use of

interleaving.

Time interleaving is useful for mobile reception. If a deep fade occurs, there

will be an error burst in the channel bitstream. But after de-interleaving in the

receiver, this burst will be spread out in time.

Frequency interleaving is necessary for stationary reception. If the channel

transfer function has a dip affecting a number of adjacent carriers, the use of

frequency interleaving/de-interleaving spreads this errorburst: without

frequency interleaving the data of adjacent carriers are presented sequentially

at the decoder.

In figures 4 and 5 an example of an interleaving scheme is presented. The time

interleaving depth is 8. The number of carriers is also 8. The interleaving

schemes are based on a bitreversed ordering. The delays in the time

interleaving schemes are expressed in numbers of frames. The meaning of a

frame is explained in chapter 3. At this point it is sufficient to state that the

delay time durations are the numbers given in the figures multiplied by 24 ros,

being the frame duration.
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Figure 4. Time and frequency interleaving.
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Figure 5. Time and frequency de-interleaving.

A practical value for the time interleaving depth is 16, a practical value for the

number of frequencies is 512. The carriers depicted in the frequency

interleaving and de-interleaving blocks are not physically present in a practical

system. Frequency interleaving at the transmitter is done by bitreversing the

order of the data presented at the IFFT. In the receiver frequency

de-interleaving is done by bitreversing the order of the data at the output of

the FFT.

A consequence of the use of time interleaving is a system delay, which is in this
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case 15 times 24 ms = 360 ms.

2.8 Gap-filler

We have seen that a feature of the OFDM system is the ability to make

constructive use of multipath reflections, provided that the multipath spread

does not exceed the guard interval duration. This means that it is possible to

use a co-channel relay (gap-filler) at an area which is not weIl served by the

main station. Such a relay consists of a receive antenna (at a high level above

ground), an amplifier and a transmit antenna (figure 6).

t-e-:=_.1ve "t .....nsmitTtenna Tt.nna
amp11~i&"r

lo...-s.~ c:able lo~'B-l::o:I cebl@!'

Figure 6. Block diagram of gap-filler.

Since a relay has an internal delay of a few microseconds, this causes an extra

reflection during the reception of a OFDM-signal in the neighbourhood of the

gap-filler. The OFDM-receiver is able to make constructive use of the received

echo.

In order to make filtering of the received signa! easy, the received signal is

converted to an IF signa!. This IF signal is fed through a bandpass filter. The

output of the bandpass filter is converted back to a RF signa! by using the

same local oscillator. This guarantees that the frequency of the output signal is
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equal to the frequency of the input signa!. In figure 7 a block diagram of an

amplifier is given.

Figure 7. Block diagram of gap-filler amplifier.

2.9 Souree coding

A CD stereo signal usmg a sample frequency of 44.1 kHz and 16 bits per

sample produces a bitrate as high as 1.4 Mbit/sec. Since one of the main targets

of the DAB-project is the development of a new broadcasting system with a

spectral requirement comparable to FM, it is evident that a drastic bitrate

reduction is needed. However, the subjective audio quality must be comparable

to that of CD. A method for realising this objective is the Masking Pattern

Universal Subband Integrated Coding And Multiplexing (MUSICAM) sub-band

audio coding technique. This method is implemented in the DAB system under

test.

The sub-band coding technique is based on the psycho-acoustic properties of the

human ear. The irrelevant audio information is eliminated by taking advantage

of masking effects in the human auditory system. An illustration of a masking

effect is given in figure 8.
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Figure 8. Masking threshold.

If we feed for instanee a tone of 1 kHz with 70 dB Sound Pressure Level (SPL)

to the human ear, then all additional frequency components having a SPL

beneath the triangle are not perceived. We make use of this property of the

human ear by dividing the audio spectrum into a number of subbands. Each

sub-band is quantised individually. Some sub-bands need to be quantised with

less than 2 bits/sample. The average number of bits per sample needed, is

about 3%. This achieves a reduction in bitrate of a factor 5. A further reduction

can be achieved by taking into account the masking between sub-bands, in

stead of the masking within each sub-band only: the peak leveloccurring in a

8 ms slot is determined for each sub-band and a 'scale-factor' is assigned to

each sub-band. The quantising level is not fixed, so the scale-factors are

transmitted together with the samples. The bit reduction is increased further:

7 times. So it is possible to code and decode a stereo audio signal using a

bitrate of 200 kbit/s, while maintaining the subjective audio quality.
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3. Parameters of the DAB system under test

In this chapter the parameters of the transmitter station, the gap-filler and the

test vehicle will be summarised. The DAB transmission parameters given here,

are the parameters of the first generation hardware. This system will probably

not be the definitive system to be used in the future, but this system is used for

testing because this system is available in hardware.

3.1 DAB transmission parameters

The CCETT has proposed four DAB-systems. The system used for testing the

performance of OFDM under real conditions is system 2. The parameters of

system 2 are presented in table 1:

Table 1: system parameters of system 2

Total number of carriers

Total number of useful carriers

Carrier spacing

Usefu1 symbol duration

Guard interval duration

Nominal bandwidth

Modulation

Channel coding

Rate

Free distance

Channel decoding

512

448

15625 Hz

64 ].1s

16 ].1s

7 MHz

QPSK

Convolutional

1/2

10

Max. likelihood

Viterbi decoder

4 bit soft decision

The system under test was provided with the MUSICAM audio coding system.
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The parameters of the implemented version of MUSICAM are given in table 2.

Table 2. Parameters of MU8ICAM

Bitrate per stereo channel:

- total bit-stream 320 kbit/s

- samples and scalefactors 277.4 kbitls

- error proteetion 42.6 kbit/s

Number of sub-bands: 32

Width of sub-bands 500 Hz

Sampling rate: 48kHz

Block length: 8ms

Error protection:

- code - Golay

- covering - scale-factors and

bit allocation

These are the parameters of layer 1. This version is used in the field trials.
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In figure 9 a diagram of the complete DAB system is given.
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Figure 3. DAB system.

The signa! is built up around a 24 ms frame structure corresponding to the

juxtaposition of 300 symbols (Figure 10)

G~"--__G_4u_"__I
~'---------~/

Guard u ..eT"ul .1.&",",.. 1

Figure 10. 8ystem 2 frame structure.

The fITst symbol of the frame (80) is the null symbol. The null symbol is free of

modulation and is used to roughly synchronize the receiver and prepositioning

the FFT window. The second symbol is a sine sweep signal, which is the phase
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reference for the differential modulation. Besides, this symbol is used for

estimating the channel impulse response and refining the position of the

FFT window. The third symbol carries statie data. The remaining 297 symbol

are divided into 33 channels. Each channel consists of 9 symbols. The first

channel (channel 0) is a data broadcasting channel. The remaining 32 channels

correspond to 32 monophonic sounds.

3.2 DAB transmitting station parameters

The DAB transmitter is located at the Philîps research laboratory In

Eindhoven. In figure 11 a diagram ofthe DAB transmitting station is given.
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Figure 11. DAB transmitter station.

The power at the output of the quadrature modulator (1) is 0.08 mW at 50a.

This is an IF signal at 35.075 MHz. The upconverter/amplifier converts the IF

signa! to an RF signal at 762 MHz, TV channel 57. This signal is fed to a power

amplifier. The power amplifier output power is 8 W. The cable loss is 3 dB, so

the power at the input of the power splitter is 4 W. The power splitter is a

Kathrein K63604A. The datasheet is given in Appendix A.
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The antenna eonsists of two Kathrein K733147 antennas on top of eaeh other.

The datasheets are given in Appendix B. Appendix B.1 is the general

datasheet. Appendix B.2 gives the horizontal radiation pattern for the

frequeney range we used. The horizontal radiation pattern is valid for one

antenna and for the antenna array. The vertieal radiation pattern of the array

is given in Appendix B.3. The gain of one antenna is 11 dBd (ref. to a ')J2

dipole). The use of an antenna array, eonsisting of two elements, gives an extra

gain of 3 dB. The gain of the antenna array is therefore 14 dBd = 25. The

effeetive radiated power is 100 WERP = 164 WEIRP' The effeetive radiated power

per stereo program is therefore 6.25 WERP = 10.25 WEIRP' The polarisation is

vertieal. The antenna height is approximately 65 m above ground level. The

3 dB beamwidth is approximately 52 degrees. The first zero in the vertieal

radiation pattern eorresponds to a distanee of 365 m for the given antenna

height. In Appendix C a map of Eindhoven is given eontaining the 3 dB

antenna beam.

3.3 Gap·fiBer parameters

The gap-filler is loeated at the building of electrieal engineering of the

Eindhoven University of Teehnology. The reeeive antenna is loeated at the

south side of the building. The height of the transmit antenna is estimated at

75 m above ground level. The transmit antenna is mounted on the roof at the

north side of the building. Both antennas are made by Kathrein, number

K722347. Appendix D eontains the datasheet of the antenna. The gain of the

antenna is 8.5 dB =7. The required power at the input ofthe antenna is 0.7 W,

yielding an ERP of 5 W (= 8.2 WEIRP)' The loss of the eable between amplifier

and antenna is 3.1 dB. Therefore the power at the output of the amplifier has

been flXed at 1.4 Watt (31.5 dBm).
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The power at the output of the receive antenna in dB is given by

where:

Pre: power at output of gap-jiller receive antenna
Ptr : power at input of NatLab transmit antenna
Gtr : gain of transmit antenna
Gre: gain of receive antenna

L: basic transmission loss

(25)

The basic transmission loss is given by the free space loss plus the medium

loss, which is taken to be zero:

L = 32.45 +20logd(lan) +20Iogf(MHz)

where:

d: distance between transmitter and receiver (=4.8 km)
f: frequency (=762 MHz)

The received power can now be calcu1ated

(26)

Pre = 36+(14+2.15)+(8.5+2.15)-(32.45+13.6+57.6) = -41 dBm (27)

Note that the isotropic antenna gains are used (the gain of a ÎJ2 dipole is

2.15 dB referred to an isotropic radiating antenna).

The loss of the cable between receiving antenna and the amplifier is 4.95 dB

(measured by the PTT). The power at the input of the amplifier is therefore

-45 dBm. The required amplification is 45 dB + 31.5 dB = 76.5 dB. The

amplification has been measured by the PTI. The result was 79 dB. This result

can be explained by the fact that the medium loss has been omitted in the

calculation.

3.4 Test vehicle parameters

The test vehicle is a Mercedes 210 van. This van is owned and maintained by

Car Stereo. The van is provided with a worktabie at which two persons can
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have aseat.

The car is provided with an extra battery (12 Voltt 88 Ah) and a more powerful

dynamo of 80 At instead of 55 A. The extra battery is connected to the original

battery by a relaYt which is opened if the engine is off. The battery is connected

to a DC/AC converter. At the output of this converter therets 220 V/50 Hz

(500 VA) available. The converter type is a EA-MEC 505/12.

In figure 12 a diagram of the receiver front end is given.

DAB-reoelvllr

RF In

audio L
audio R

sync Imp

Figure 12. Diagram of receiver front end.

The receiving antenna is a ')J4 groundplane antennat which is placed at the roof

of the van. The exact gain of this antenna is unknownt it has not been found in

the literature. Howevert the gain of this antenna is situated between the gain

of a dipole and the gain of a Marconi antenna. The gain of this antenna is

estimated at 3 dB. The output of the antenna is connected to a preamplifier

with a gain of 9 dB. The signal at the output of the preamp is passed to a

bandpass fJlter (type LHB2066) via a 1 m long coaxial cable (RG58Ct loss

0.5 dB/m). The output of the bandpass filter is connected via a 30 cm long

coaxial cable to a splitter. The splitter is connected to the DAB-receiver and to

a spectrum analyzert both via a 30 cm long coaxial cabie. The total cable loss

(input and output bandpass filtert and input and output splitter) is estimated
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at 1 dB. The bandpass filter attenuation in the passband is 5 dB. The spectrum

analyzer is used in order to monitor the spectrum of the received signal. The

need of the spectrum analyzer will be described in a following chapter. The

frequency response of the filter is given in Appendix E. Two curves are given:

the original curve and the curve after the filter had been adjusted by

Car Stereo. The line out of the DAB-receiver is connected to 4 headphone

amplifiers, each amplifier having an individual volume control.

3.5 Theoretical range of main transmitter and gap·filler

According to the CCETr specifications the BER at the output of the Viterbi

decoder is smaller then 10-2 if the RF input level of the DAB-receiver is

between -92 dBm and -30 dBm . This also is the maximum BER at which the

audio decoder can stay in operation. The sensitivity of the DAB-receiver is

therefore -92 dBm.

The calculation of the service area is based on the Okumura model [21]. The

model predicts a minimum field strength for a certain percentage of the

locations. In order to make use of the model, it is necessary to derive arelation

between the field strength and the power at the output of the receive antenna.

The derivation is based on the free space model. However, the relation between

the field strength and the power at the output of the receive antenna which

will be derived, is always valid.

The power density S is given by

2
Eeff 2

S=-- [Wim]
1201t

where:
Eeff: the effective field strenght [Vlm]

(28)
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The power density at a distanee d in m is given by

where:
(29)

Gtr: isotropie gain of transmit antenna
Ptr: power at the input of transmit antenna [WJ

d: distance Cm]
EIRP: effective isotropically radiated power [WJ

Combining (28) and (29) leads to the following expression for the field strength

in Vlm at a distance d in m as a function of the EIRP:

E = /30 EIRP = /30°1.64 oERP
elf d d

The power at the output of the receive antenna is given by

EIRPG
P = re

n (4~d)'

where:

Gre: isotropie gain of receive antenna
À: wave lenght Cm]

(30)

Combining the expressions for Pre and E eff leads to the following relation

between the field strength and the power at the output of the receive antenna:

Using f=762 MHz and Gre = 3 dB = 2 leads to

(32)

(33)
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The loss between receive antenna and receiver is the sum of the loss of cabie,

bandpass filter and splitter minus the amplifier gain, that is respectively 1 dB,

5 dB, 3 dB and -9 dB = 0 dB. The power at the output of the receive antenna

Pre is equal to the power at the input of the receiver.

The sensitivity of the receiver is -92 dBm. This corresponds to a field strength

Eeff = 9.84x10-6 Vlm. Eeff is usually expressed in dBlJV/m:

E =20 log ( Eeff [V'lm] 1
eff 10-6 [Vlm]

[dB; V) (34)

The receiver sensitivity expressed in dBlJV/m is therefore 40 dBJlVlm.

The Okumura curves (figure 13) show the field strength exceeded at 50% of the

locations.
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The percentage of the locations is 50%, because 50% of the locations covered at

the edge of the service area is the target for FM. A higher percentage is

preferred, but this is the only model found which applies to distances smaller

than 10 km.

The ERP of the mam transmitter is 100 W and the ERP of the gap-filler is 5 W.

The curves are given for an ERP of 1 kW. Therefore the curves have to be

shifted down for 100 W and 5 W by 10 dBJ.lV/m and 23 dBJ.lV/m respectively.

The curves for 762 MHz and 900 MHz are expected to be virtually identical. We

therefore conclude that the range for the main transmitter is 7 km (within the

beam of the transmit antenna) for 50% of the locations. The range of the gap

filler alone is 3 km (within the beam of the gap-filler transmit antenna).
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4. Simulations of the performance of OFDM

A DAB simulation program, which has been developed at Philips, has been

provided with a Gaussian and a Rayleigh channel model. This program is used

for simulating the performance of the OFDM system.

4.1 DAB simulation program

At Philips a DAB simulation program had been written previously in PASCAL.

This program was mainly used to verify the knowledge on the implementation

of DAB building blocks. The mobile radio channel was not implemented in the

program. A mobile radio channel model and a user interface has been added.

Furthermore a number of additional funetions have been added, for instance a

funetion which performs the calculation of the BER, funetions for calculating

the frequency response and the impulse response of the channel, a funetion

which generates a Gaussian random variabie faster.

The OFDM signal is a set of N DQPSK modulated carriers. These carriers are

generated by using an IFFT: the IFFT is carried out on N complex numbers,

Ck=~+jBk' k:O..N-l, which represent the phases of the N carriers. The IFFT

converts the N complex numbers to a time discrete version of the OFDM signal.

This time discrete version consists of N complex samples, a;.+jbH i:O..N-l . In a

real transmitter these samples are presented to a Digital to Analog Converter

(DAC). This analogue signal is then modulated at a high frequency carrier.

The mobile channel model used in the computer simulations operates solely on

the time discrete version of the OFDM signal, so the mobile channel model is a

baseband time discrete channel model. A detailed description of the program is

given in Appendix A.
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4.2 Channel modelling

4.2.1 Gaussian channel

The simplest channel is the Gaussian channel. The received signal is corrupted

with Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). This means a random variabIe

with a Gaussian probability density funetion has to be added to every ~ and bi'

The variance of the Gaussian variabIe depends on Eb and on Eb/No' Eb is the

energy per useful bit, which is equal to the ratio of the transmitted power and

the useful bitrate. Eb/No is the ratio of the energy per useful bit and the noise

power spectral density. The useful bits are defined as the bits prior to the

convolutional encoder (and of course at the output of the Viterbi decoder). Eb

can be written as

N-l 2 b2
Q. + .

E
b
=L I I

i=O N
(35)

N is the number of carriers (emitted +virtua1), which is equal to the number of

samples per symbol. If a guard interval is used, then (35) is multiplied by

T'fts' In this program the modulus of Ak+jBk is equal to one. The IFFT funetion

which is implemented in the simulation program, multiplies the energy by N,

so in this program ~ is equal to N.

The noise variance can be calcu1ated as

(36)

The proof of cr=Nj2 is given in [1]. If E~o is expressed in dB then E~o can

be written as

(37)
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Finally, the noise variance can be calculated as

Eb0 2 = _
(E,jN,,)4B

2.10 10

This formula is implemented in the program.

4.2.2 Rayleigh channeI

(38)

In chapter 2 a brief description of the mobile radio channel is given. Now the

mobile radio channel is described in detail.

The mobile radio channel is affected by multipath propagation and time

variance in the case of a moving vehicle. We will see that the channel transfer

function is time variant and random. The channel transfer function in the

baseband is given by

P-l
H(f,t) = L etO, e t211fD1te -t27tf'r l

1=<J

where:

P: Number of paths
fD : Doppler shift for the lth path,
't I: Time delay of echo

e,: Phase shift

(39)

The first exponent represents a random phase shift for the ith path. The

probability density function is given by [20]

1Po (e) =-, 0.:s:e.:s:21t
ft 21t

(40)

The second exponent represents the DoppIer shift which depends on the

direction of a received refiection with respect to the direction of the moving car.
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Assuming that the angular distribution of wave arrival is uniform1y distributed

[20], the probability density function of the Doppier shift is

PD (f) =Dmaxcos(~)
I

where:
1

P(J(cp) =-, 0~cp~21t
21t

(41)

Dmax is the maximum possible Doppier shift.

The third exponent represents the time delay of the echo. In a typical impulse

response a grov..ping of time delays occurs around time delay values which are

distributed with a greater difference (main reflections). These main reflections

are specular reflections at objects far away from the receiving antenna. The

spread of the main reflections is a result of scattering by objects near the

receiving antenna. Figure 14 shows a multipath environment. There are three

groups (main reflections). The local scattering is depieted by dotted lines.

Figure 14. multipath environment.

The time delay density function representing a main reflection is approximated

by an exponential distribution [6]:
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() 1 -TIT".
P 't =-e

'tI T
m

(42)
where:

Tm: standard deviation =delay spread

Models have been developed describing delay profiles for roral, urban and hilly

areas. In the program 6 models are implemented. Appendix G contains detailed

information about the 6 profiles, which are implemented in the program.

The received signal r(t) as a function of the transmitted signal set) can be

deduced from (24) as

P-l je i2'1tfD t
r(t) = Lel e I s(t-'t/)+noise

1=0

(43)

For simulation simplification we assumed the random variables to be

statistical1y independent.

4.3 Simulation results

4.3.1 Gaussian channel

Tbe performance of the OFDM system in a Gaussian channel is independent

of: the number of carriers, the number of active carriers, the use of frequency

and time intedeaving and the symbol duration time. Tbe simulations are

carried out without a guardband interval, since a guardband interval is useless

in a Gaussian channeI. Tbe convolutional code which is used has an efficiency

of 1/2 (2 code bits per data bit) and a constraint length K=7. Tbe polynomial

generators are 133 and 171.

The use of soft-decision decoding leads to a gain of approximately 2 dB

compared with hard-decision decoding at relevant EJNo values in a Gaussian
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channel and it is easy to implement. Soft decision decoding reqUlres more

memory and memories are expensive. However, the system under test was

provided with soft-decision decoding.

The simulation curves of the Gaussian channel are presented in Appendix E.

4.3.2 Rayleigh channel

The Rayleigh channel simulations are very time consuming on a PC. A

simulation duration of one night is needed in order to calcu1ate the BER for one

EJNo (on a 286 with coprocessor). A considerable amount of time could be

gained by implementing the Rayleigh channel model on a DSP·board. This is

particularly easy if the DSP·board supports the Pascal or C programming

language. Another method saVlng simulation time, which has been

implemented, is the following. The data at the output of the Rayleigh channel

(without Gaussian noise) are saved on a hard disk during the simulation of the

first E/No value. If more than one EJNo is simulated, these data are read from

hard disk and Gaussian noise with a proper variance (according to EJN) is

added. The gain in speed by reading the data from hard disk is about five times

compared with the simulation of the first EJNo value.

Due to the long simulation time needed, it was not possible to do many

experiments with the parameters. By using a more powerful PC it will be

possible to experiment with for instance the time interleaving depth, different

code rates, other frequency interleaving schemes, softlhard-decision decoding

etcetera. Another parameter of great interest is the bandwidth, since future

generations of the DAB-system will use a smaller bandwidth.

The simulations showed that the performance does not depend heavily on the

profile, because the duration of the impulse response did not exceed the

guardband interval duration.
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The simulation curves are presented in Appendix F. The parameters of the

simulated system and the profile number (Appendix G contains the profile

parameters) are given together with the plots. In the simulated system a mono

audio channel consists of 8 symbols/frame. The DAB system under test uses 9

symbols per mono audio channel, but due to memory limitations of

Turbo Pascal (time interleaving memory) this could not be implemented.

However, the influence on the performance is supposed to be very low.

Appendices F.1 and F.2 contain the simulations for profile 1 (= rural)

respectively with and without channel coding. Appendices F.3 and FA contain

the simulations for profile 2 (= urban 1) respectively with and without coding.
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5. Field trial

In this chapter important channel parameters will be presented. In order to

analyze the system it is necessary to record the parameters, since it is

impossible analyzing the large amount of data while driving around. A

description of the methods used for acquiring and recording the parameters will

be given. Finally the results of the mobile test drives will he presented.

5.1 Important parameters

There are thtee important parameters:

1. The channel impulse response

2. The channel transfer function

3. The channel BER

The channel impulse response gives information about the channel delay

spread, which is important for a good choice of the guardhand interval

duration. The channel impulse response is calculated once in every 24 ms and

depicts the response over the 7 MHz bandwidth. The channel impulse response

and a synchronisation signal are available at the DAB-receiver. This signal can

he monitored on an oscilloscope. In Appendix G the method used for the

calculation of the impulse response is explained. The resolution ohtained is

about 0.125 }1S.

The spectrum of the transmitted OFDM-signal is white. Consequently the

spectrum of the received signal represents the channel transfer characteristics.

Therefore we obtain the channel frequency response and an indication of the

received signal strength by measuring the received signal spectrum.

The channel BER can be measured by re-encoding. This method is explained
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in detail in Appendix H. Simulations have shown that this method is areliabie

method for measuring in both a Gaussian channel and a Rayleigh channel a

channel BER up to 10-1
• These simulation results are presented in Appendix H.

This method is implemented in the Viterbi decoder chip which is used in the

DAB-receiver. But it did not work. The data sheet stated that for error

measurement the decoder system dock frequency must be at least 78 times

higher than the decoder symbol dock frequency. But the data sheet contained

an error. Consulting the manufacturer showed that instead of >78 it should be

76, 77 or 78. This condition is not met in the DAB-receiver. Therefore an extra

circuit for measuring the channel BER in this manner has been built. The

circuit diagram and a description is given in Appendix 1.

A major advantage of this method for measuring the channel BER is the ability

to do on-line channel bit error rate measurements.

5.2 Measurement setup

The three parameters mentioned above and the audio signal are the most

significant. For the purpose of analysis it is important to record these data. A

digital video recorder and a VHS recorder have been examined for this purpose.

A major disadvantage which applies to both video recorders is the fact that

TV synchronisation signals are necessary, otherwise they will not operate.

Circumventing the need for synchronisation signals in a VHS recorder is

perhaps theoretically possible, but since almost all functions are integrated in a

single chip it becomes difficult. The digital video recorder consumes a lot

power (1200 Watt), which is not very suitable in a mobile environment.

Besides, the digital video recorder is not always available.

The option finally considered (and also chosen ) is an instrumentation recorder.

The instrumentation recorder used was a (10 year old) Racal Store 4DS

recorder. There are four data channels available. The maximum available
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bandwidth is two FM data channels 0-20 kHz and two direct recording (D.R.)

data channels 100 Hz - 300 kHz. This applies for the maximum tape speed (60

inch/s). Since one FM channel dit not operate weIl, the maximum usabIe tape

speed was 30 inch/s. The available bandwidth now becomes: 2 FM channels

0-10 kHz and two D.R. channels 100 Hz - 150 kHz.

The impulse response (except the synchronisation signa!) can be recorded on

one FM channel. 10 kHz bandwidth is sufficient.

The resolution of the impulse response, which is calculated by the DAB

receiver, is 0.125 p.s. The DAB-receiver is not capable of detecting and

visualising an impulse response spread which is larger than the symbol

duration = 80 p.s.

The spectrum of the received signal occupies 7 MHz bandwidth. It is possible

to convert the received signal to baseband and record the baseband signal. For

analysis this baseband signal could then be monitored with a spectrum

analyzer. Rut this method can only be used if 7 MHz baseband bandwidth is

available on the recorder. However, by using a clever trick it is possible to

record the spectrum on one FM channel (10 kHz bandwidth !) by making a

record of the picture information of the spectrum analyzer : take a spectrum

analyzer with a video output (HP 8558R) and record this signal. The video

output can be monitored with an oscilloscope and the oscilloscope picture is the

same as the picture on the screen of the spectrum analyzer. The spectrum

analyzer delivers a synchronisation signal which is used for the triggering of

the oscilloscope.

The spectrum of the received signal is used in order to determine the power of

the received signal (in dRm). This is done by hand. The accuracy is affected if

the spectrum is non-white. The accuracy is estimated at ± 5 dRm.

The channel BER measurement equipment produces two signaIs. The first

signal is the clock signalof the decoded data. This clock is identical to the
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Viterbi decoder symbol dock. The dock and therefore the data are decoded in

burst mode: the dock is active during 16.128 ms of a 24 ms frame and the

burst dock frequency is 250 kHz. The average datarate is 168 kbitls (one mono

channel). The second signal is the error signa!. The error signal output is high

when an error is detected. In this case the output remains high for the duration

of a half dock period. The error signa! output operates in burstmode too.

If both signa!s are connected to a counter which calculates the ratio between

the error signal frequency and the dock frequency, then the channel BER is

ealeulated. Only the error signa! needs to be reeorded, beeause if we play back

the recordings we can generate an artificial dock with a 168 kHz pulse

generator.

This artificial doek is not a burst doek, but if the counter bases the BER

calculation on a period (sample period) which is sufficiently longer (10 times)

than 24 ms, we get virtually the same result. The sample period is ± 400 ms.

This eorresponds to approximately 17 frames. The error is in this case less than

2%. The lowest BER which is measurable by the counter, if the sample period

is 400 fiS, is 10-5
•

The bandwidth available for recording the error signal is 150 kHz. This is not

enough to record accurately sequential error pulses. If two or more errors occur

sequentially only one error pulse can be detected. However the error introduced

by this phenomenon can be neglected for low bit error rates «10-2
) and for a

BER of 10-1 (limit of operation for audio decoder) a test showed that the

deviation is less than 5%.

The total accuracy is therefore approximately 7%.

Finally we want to record the audio signa!. For this purpose only a mono

audio signal needs to be recorded. Earlier test drives have shown that both

audio channels perform equally. The only channel available is a D.R. channel.

The low frequency response of a D.R. channel is not very good, but for an

appropriate recording of the impulse response and the spectrum a good low

frequency response is essential and only two FM channels were available.
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Therefore the audio signal was recorded on a D.R. channel and not on a

FM channel.

One problem remalns: there are 4 data channels available on the

instrumentation recorder and we have 6 signals, namely the four mentioned

above and two synchronisation signaIs. But fortunately there is bandwidth

available, since the audio signal occupies only 20 kHz. So the frequency range

20 kHz - 150 kHz is still available. A modem has been built to modulate and

demodulate the synchronisation signals by using two carriers on the

frequencies 111.86 kHz and 138.55 kHz. The circuit diagram and a description

of the modem is given in Appendix J.

In figure 15 a diagram of the measurement configuration is given.

"""
,/

V
DAB-receiver Do dec.out cIock

BPF mcal recorder
error detector

r-- RFin 0 0audio L rl error clack

I I audioR ~
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l J sync Imp In
c&1 I

ch2 I~~ ,R~nout
AudIo I

I I ,
ArT1IIHIer h

l~
lilA

I I I A B
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I!'8ctrum lIr8IyZa Audio MPX Imp speclr
OIdl~ --out In .ync aync

11 video ayno out out • •_out
Imp opllClr

,;nc ayno audio MPX
- y

_. y

n In In out
In L--l I I

I I

Figure 15. Mobile measurement configuration.
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The setup used for the analysis ofthe recorded data is given in figure 16.

racel recorder Function

Q 0 generator

168 kHz
Audio I

Amplifier
I ch1 002 003 ch4
n out in out In out In out counter

I
I

I I I I

'~
lIlA

I I I A B

I r--- '----'

Audlo MPX Imp sp8Ctr
out In sync aync

........... --out out

.~y •Imp Ilpoçtr

'mc sync 8iJd'1O MPX
1IQlW y

n In In out '----::Jj

I
Figure 16. Analysis of recorded data.

5.3 Measurement results

5.3.1 Subjective results

The COFDM/MU8ICAM system proved to be very robust against multipath

propagation. The digital nature of the system is reflected in the audio quaIity:

the audio quality was perfect whenever the received field strength was above a

certain threshold level. Below a certain level there was no audio recognizable

(the mute did not work perfectly during the test drives: when the decoder failed

strange sounds where produced). In the transition range a gurgling sound was

produced, however the transition is sharp.

The reception of multiple reflections did not cause the system to fail. If the

shape of the received spectrum deviated strongly from a rectangular shape, the

system continued to provide service.
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The gap-filler was very eifective in a badly served area in the vicinity of the

university. Without the use of the gap-filler the reception was stammering and

with the use of the gap-filler the reception was perfect. The transition from

main transmitter to gap-filler as the dominating signal and vice-versa did not

cause audible effects.

5.3.2 Obiective results

A number of plots of the spectrum of the received signal and the impulse

response have been made. The next two plots are used as an introduction.

In figure 17 a plot of a non-white spectrum of the received RF-signal is given. 1

division along the X-axis represents 1 MHz.

1V

1001llV
/d1v

Figure 17. Plot of a received spectrum.

The spectrum is used in order to estimate the power of the received signa!. The

received (and recorded) spectrum has been calibrated by measuring the

spectrum of an OFDM test signa! with a known power, namely -3 dBm at the
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output of an OFDM transmitter at 762 MHz. The spectrum is recorded by

using a dB scale on the spectrum analyzer. A resolution bandwidth of 30 kHz

has been used. If the spectrum of the reeeived signal (7 MHz bandwidth) is

white, then 0 Volt on the oscilloseope represents a reeeived signal strength of

-100 dBm and 0.8 Volt represents -20 dBm. A problem is the internal noise of

the spectrum analyzer: If no input signal is connected, there is white noise

present. The level of this noise is 0.2 Volt on the oscilloseope. A eonsequence is

that received signal strengths <-80 dBm (having a white spectrum) are not

detectable. The sensitivity of the DAB-receiver is -92 dEm. However, the

spectrum analyzer used was the only one available which combined a low

power eonsumption and a video output. A great disadvantage of the spectrum

analyzer is frequency instability. The spectrum analyzer needs a warm up of

one hour in order to be stabie. The instability of the spectrum analyzer is the

reason why the recordings may show sometimes a spectrum which is not

correctly centred.

Figure 18 shows an impulse response. One division (1 ms) represents about

4 }lS. The exact number is 1 ms/256 = 3.9 }lS. The impulse response is

calculated onee in every 24 ms and a sealing of the time base is convenient

when displaying the impulse response on an oscilloscope. The plot shows that
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the fust refleetion is not always the strongest reflection.

Figure 18. Plot of an impulse response.

The next plot (figure 19) shows an impulse response with the gap-filler turned

on.

1..5V

100mV
/d1v
l§l

500lllV ~~ !>d!!.J.~""",,".J~~ ~__
20.~m9 flft8/d1v 30. 12m8

Figure 19. Gap-filler internal delay.

The impulse response is recorded in a street called the Amazonelaan. This

street is a continuation of the line Natlab - University. Therefore the delay

between the two pulses represents the internal delay of the gap-filler. The

gap-filler delay is thus approximately 4 ps. Another way to measure the delay

of the gap-filler is examining the impulse response at a point close to the

gap-filler. This yields the same result.
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Very interesting is the alteration of the impulse response in the transition

region between main transmitter and gap-filler. The following series of plots

are recorded in astreet called Loondersmolen. The gap-filler transmit antenna

has been directed to this street during the tests described below. The gap-filler

location is in line with this street. The fust plot (figure 20) is at the beginning

of the street. At this point the gap-filler is directly visible.

1.5V

100mV
/d1v

trlg'd

500llV r.:.~--_.-.Lw\~---"--_--,,,,--~
20.~ms lms/d1v 30.12ms

Figure 20. Gap-filler domination.

We see one strong impulse. Driving in the direction of the gap-filler causes

shadowing, caused by a flat at the end of the street. The next plot (figure 21)

shows a weaker impulse from the gap-filler than the impulse of the main
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transmitter.

1.5V

100mV
Id1v

trlg'd

500mV .l!.._-_.....--""-~~..."""-~~-..__-._---"
20.~ms 1ms/d1v 30. 12ms

Figure 21. Gap-filler less dominating.

At this point the gap-filler is not directly visible. Driving further in the

direction of the flat mentioned above causes more shadowing and both impulses

become equally strong (figure 22).

30. 12ms1ms/d1v
ft V

trlg'd

500mV.l!.
20 ..n!ms

100mV
Id1v

1.5V

Figure 22. Both impulses equally strong.

The transition occurred without any noticeable effect on the audio quality. The

BER is only dependent of the signal strength and independent of the echo

situation.

The system can handle even larger delay spreads. This IS shown in the next
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plots: figure 23 with the gap-filler turned off and figure 24 with the gap-filler

turned on at approximately the same location.

1.5V

iOOmV
Id1V

trlg'd

Figure 23. Large delay spread, gap-filler off.

:30. 12ms'1ms/d1v

----.- i i

l

kj
trlg'd

500mV ~
20.~ms

1.5V

iOOmV
Id1v

Figure 24. Large delay spread, gap-filler on.

The delay between the fust and last echo is 12 ').lS. The audio quality is still

perfect.

A very interesting event occurred in astreet called 8tevertse Molen. The gap

filler was turned on. A impulse response which is recorded in this street is
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given in figure 25.

41. 74ms2D19/111v

,.--

j" l
trlQ'd

500mV.1':
21.17>11119

1.5V

100lllV
/cl1v

Figure 25. Reflections from gap-filler.

The X-axis scale is now 8 lls/division. We see astrong reflection, which is a

direct impulse from the gap-filler. Before this impulse there is a weak impulse

visible from the main transmitter. The last echo is situated 60 llS after the first

echo. This echo is an echo from the gap-filler, because this echo was not present

when the gap-filler was turned off. The delay exceeds the guardband duration

and this was clearly seen in the BER: the BER increased from <10-3 to 2'10-2

although the received signal strength was roughly the same. The audio was not

affected, because the BER remained smaller than 10-1
• The delay time is very

long, since 60 llS corresponds to 18 km. However, the third impulse is very

strong, in spite of the fact that 18 km corresponds to approximately 19 dB

additional free space loss at a distance of 0.5 km from the gap-filler. lt could be

that the impulse response calculation of the DAB-receiver was erroneous,

however the BER was seriously affected.

The gap-filler is capable of enhancing the field strength in the service area of

the gap-filler. This is shown in the next two plots. Figure 26 shows the received

spectrum in the Loondersmolen without the gap-filler. There is practically no

field present.
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Figure 26. Received spectrum, gap-filler off.

Figure 27 shows the received spectrum at the same location with gap-filler on.

IV

100llV
/d1v
[§]

I not!
trlg'd
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101lB/dlv
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Figure 27. Received spectrum, gap-filler on.
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These two plots illustrate the corresponding audio quality observed: with the

gap-filler turned off the audio was stuttering, because the power of the received

signal was near the threshold level of -92 dBm. With the gap-filler turned on

the audio quality was perfect.

The system never failed when the received signal strength was above -80 dBm.

In the case of a system failure there was no received signal spectrum visible.

The performance of the system showed to be solely dependent on the received

signal power and independent of the shape of the impulse response, because

the duration of the impulse response is less than the duration of the guardband

interval.

When the channel BER exceeded 10-1 the system did not provide service. The

BER at the output of the Viterbi decoder is then, according to the Rayleigh

channel simulation results, between 10-3 and 10-2
• An exact number can not be

given, since a small change in the channel BER corresponds to a large change

in the BER after the decoder. Besides, the relation between the BER at the

input of the decoder and the BER at the output of the decoder depends on the

channel properlies. If the channel BER is lower than approximately 7x10-2 the

audio quality is perfect. In the transition region a gurgling sound is produced,

but the audio remains recognizable.

A detailed analysis of the coverage area has not been made, since the frequency

which will be used for the consumer version of the DAB-system will probably be

much lower. The propagation characteristics are frequency dependent. Like the

ûkumura model predicted, the percentage of the locations at the edge of the

service area covered by the main transmitter (7 km) and the gap-filler (3 km),

is far beneath 100%. This is the reason why the gap-filler only is 100% effective

at a distance lower than 3 km from the gap-filler.
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6 Recommendations for future work

In this chapter some suggestions for future measurements will be given. The

information which can be generated by the DAB-receiver win be described and

some advice for field work will be given.

The impulse response, which is calcuIated by the DAB-receiver, has proven to

be a very useful characteristic to measure. The calculation of the impulse

response is not difficult to implement, so this should not be omitted in test

receivers of future generations.

It would be very helpfui if the impulse response signal would be available in a

digital representation. This is convenient for determining statistics of the

impulse response (for instance the spread) by processing the data with a PC.

The method used for measuring the channel BER has been described already.

Due to an error in the datasheets of the Viterbi decoder channel BER

measurement did not work. Of course this should be working correctly in future

test receivers.

An additional mono audio channel would be convenient for measuring the BER

after the decoder.

Displaying the received spectrum is very useful, since it contains information

about the channel frequency response and the received signa! strength. A

method for recording the spectrum using a bandwidth which is much less than

the bandwidth of the signal itself, has been described in chapter 5. This saves a

lot of costs, since an 8 MHz digital instrumentation recorder is not cheap.

Measuring the received signal strength is difficult, Slnce the signal

bandwidth is much wider than most measuring receivers and simple power

meters are not sufficiently sensitive. A method, which is worth trying, is this:
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use a digital oscilloscope for displaying the spectrum (video out of the spectrum

analyzer, chapter 5) and use an oscilloscope which is able to calculate the area

of the displayed signaL A problem could be the speed of the oscilloscope, since

in a mobile channel the variations occur fast. Perhaps there are spectrum

analyzers available which are able to do this calculation by themselves.

A better (digita1) instrumentation recorder would be very convenient. The

audio was very poor in quality and mono, but this is not very important in this

case. Tape jitter had a negative influence on the display of the impulse

response. It was not a pleasure to watch the impulse response. The limited

number of data channels caused some troubles recording all the signals. A

modem had to be built. More data channels would be very helpfuI.

The addition of a mobile channel model in the COFDM simulation program

makes it possible to analyze a number of aspects which have not been studied

yet, like:

- the effect of reducing the OFDM transmission bandwidth

- the effect of non-uniform quantizing in case of soft decision decoding

- the effect of the number of soft decision bits
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7 Conclusions

The simulations have shown that the COFDM modulation technique is able to

overcome the problems encountered in a mobile radio channel, namely

multipath propagation and fading.

The COFDM system is a digital transmission system, which is capable to cope

with the problems encountered in a mobile radio channel. The service area is

solely determined by the field strength, provided that the duration of the

impulse response is smaller than the guardband interval duration. Under this

condition the performance is independent of the shape of the impulse response

and frequency response of the channel.

A co-channel relay (gap-filler) is able to enhance the reception quality in a

badly served area. The gap-filler signal is from the point of view of the receiver

merely an additional reflection. Thus, if the duration of the impulse response of

the total system, main transmitter and gap-filler, is smaller than the

guardband interval duration, then the performance of the total system is only

dependent on the field strength. The transition from main transmitter to

gap-filler and vice-versa occurs smoothly without any audible effects.

The duration of the impulse response did not exceed 12 ps during the test

drives. However, a guard interval duration of 16 ps may be too low if more

powerful transmitters are used, which is the case if a network is designed

covering a whole country, particularly in case of a single frequency network. In

this case larger differences in distances between several propagation paths are

expected.

The reception reliability should be considerably better. If only 50% of the

locations at the edge of the service area are covered, it is not acceptable,
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because the service is then completely interrupted at 50% of the locations at

the edge of the service area.
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Appendix A: Datasheet power splitter

lKRTHREIU Medium Power Splitters J

Medium power splitten; tor connecting

several antennas

.J -A

A: 130 mm - 5.1 in

Frequency Band I: FM: Band 111: UHF:
range 47 ... 88 MHz 87.5 - 108 MHJ 174 - 230 MHz 470 - 790

(860) MHz

Input power 3kW 25kW 2kW lkW

mpedance 500

Number ol
2 to 8outputs

RF-eonnections 71161emale

Tuning These spli"ers are also available with
tuning de....ice

SWR < 1.05 in each frequency range resp.
in the operating channel

I1sertion <0.05 dB
1055

Special The spli"ers are also available with different
",odels power splilting

Typical design Coaxialline Iransfarmer (see fig.)

Pressurization The sph"er can be provided wilh dry
air atter simple mcunling of a sealing
screw (supphed). TYP'cal operating
pressure: 300 hPa (300 mbar)

Wealher The RF-<:onnectors may be prolecled
Protection by means ol supplied sealing straps

t.laterial Outer conductor: Brass. lacQuered in grey
RAL 7032. inner conductor: Aluminum

Llounting Ta lIat planes by means ol supplied standarel
mounting brackels. or to tubes wilh 30 - 340 mm
diameter using 2 pcs of additional tension
bands No. 759 044. separale order. AJso see
mounling hardware page 98

.) lurther splilters on request

Type No. ol same spli"ers wilh
equal power splilling')

FreQuency tor connec· Typical
range ting of length L Type No.
MHz ... antennas mm (in)

2 K 62 SS 8 1 A
3 3050 K 62 5681 A

47-54 4 (120) K62S781A
5 K62S881A
6 K62 59 81 A
2 K 62 SS 8 2 A
3 2700 K 625682 A

54-61 4 (106.3) K625782A
5 K 62 58 8 2 A
6 K 625982 A
2 K 625583 A
3 2400 K 62 56 8 3 A

61-<16 4 (94.5) K 62 57 83 A
5 K 625883 A
6 K 625983 A

2 K 62 55 1 A
3 '650 K 62 56 1 A

87.5-108 4 165) K62571 A
5 K 62 58 1 A
6 K 62 591 A

2 K 62 55 SA
3 1200 K 62 56 5 A

174-230 4 (47.2) K62575A
5 K 62 58 5 A
6 K 62 59 5 A
2 K 63554 A
3 550 K63564A

470-<160 4 (21.6) K63574A
5 K 63 58 4 A
6 K 63 59 4 A

Tunable Splitters
~unable to a single channel)

2 K 62 60 5 A
3 900 K62615A

174-230 4 IJS.4) K 62 62 5 A
5 K 62 63 5 A
6 K 62645 A
2 K 63 60 4 A
3 700 K63614A

"70-<160 4
127.6) K 63624 A

5 K 63 63 4 A
6 K63644A

-.
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Appendix B: Datasheets main transmitter antenna

B.I General datasheet

Radiation
pattern
(at mid-band)

Horizontal

Vertical

A: 1000 mm
- 39.4 in

B: 500 mm
-19.7 in

C: 190mm
-7.5 in

Mounling hinls
end attachment
See next page
(B9)

Directional Antenna K 72 31 4 .., K 73 31 4
470 - 790 (860) MHz

"""'~.~"... l-~
':~

-------:--~--:------------------------..;.-------.).,~-f3,--------------------- :~~t;
...~

'.1'
~-~~

KATIiIREID

r

Dipole -- I Iarrangement

-- I I
-- I I
-- I I

Polarization I1 Polarization 11.
Horizon"" Vertical

Type No. K 72 3141 K 73 3141
K 72 3147 K 73 3147

715022 757627

Input N lemaJe N female
7/16 femaJe 7/16 female

13/30 lemale 13/30 female

Polarization Honwntal Vertical

VSWR <1.1 < 1.12

Fr1!quency ",nge 470 - 860 MHz 470 - 790 (860) MHz

Gain 11 dB (rel. 10 A/2-{lipole)

Max. power N female: 0.5 kW, 7/16 female: 1 kW, 13/30
female: 2 kW (higher power on request)

nbi""tions The antenna is especially suitable as a
componenl in a""ys 10 achieve vanous
mdialion pattems

Scope ol supply Antenna wilh two types of weather pro-
tective housings for the conneclor

Material DipoJes and reflector screen: wealherprool
aluminum. Radome: Fibreglass. Fittings:
Hot-<lip galvanized sleel

Radome c%ur Standard: While (RAL 9002); upon request
available in red (RAL 2002) or grey
(RAL 7001)

Mounling By means of cJamps K 61 14 0 . , 10 pipes
(order 0140. , . 521 mm \1l- 10;", .,20 ';' in
separately) . (see page B9)

lee protection Since the radiators are lully protecled by
the radome and due to lis very sturdy
construclion. this anlenna will r1!main
operationaJ even dunng heavy icing

Grounding Grounding via mounling parts

Horizontally or vertically polarized
broadband aluminum panel in fibreglass
radome

Mechanical data

I'<Ind load
(at l' 'rnlh
10010.,..1'

Max.. wind
velocity

Woigh!

Packing

fronlal: BIS N - 1BO Ibs
lateral: 250 N - 55 Ibs

225 km/h - 140 mph

12 kg .. 26.5 Ibs
106 x 50x25 c",-4:' x 20x 10 in

dB Gain (rel. 10 A/z-<lipole)t:_:- m-' -"- ~-~.
500 600 700 800 900

r_ f / "'lll~
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B.2 Horizontal radiation pattern (valid {or one antenna and array)

Fr~quQnz (MHz): -Ir!
DUinfil r Hr.: 46

KATHREIN WERK 2 PTE ::'02

Azl~u' CGrad)1 Ab~t~nd C~m) ver~a':(~:-mmlI Ph~~~ CGradl LQ1~,uno<-r~ch'

'a. e 1--,0.------t-----;;...---+-------;B:;-.'6;--+-----;1-.-.:tl~e---

Horjzontaldiagr&ffi~ eines Antennenfeldes K733147

KATHREln UHF ~ SendeanHnne Typ Nr.

D-e200 ROSENHEIM I(·an~l 57 - ge
FTR Obereder B' • 101
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B.3 Vertical radiation pattern antenna array

KATHREIN ~ERK 2 FTR

Freq'.Iet"'z (MHz): ??0
D.tQnfil~ Nr. 616

z· CI::=;

flr.

112ü

E- F..k t 0,.,: 1. a13

1.0

C.5

e
o

.~..

""~.
~ .

~ .

~-
20°

13:07

2 Ant~nnenfelder K733147 Qbereinander

KRTHREln UHF - Sendp.antenne Ty~ NI',

D-&2IHl ROSEUHEIM Kan~l 57 - 60
PH: Ober~dl!r BI. lB2
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Appendix C: Coverage area main transmitter (·3 dB)
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Appendix D: Datasheet gap-filler antenna

r

KATHREln

•

--9
..ogarithmic-periodic
broadbancl directional
antenna in fibreglass
radome.
High side-lobe
suppression

!

Directional Antenna K 72 23 4
470 - 860 MHz

0: 55 mm - 2.2 in
E: 55 mm - 2.2 in
F: 195 mm -7.7 in

LL

Vertical

/ -"
Type No. t K722347 \ I K722341

Imput \ 7/16 female J I N female

Impedance

Frequency range 470 - 860 MHz

Gain 9 dB (ref. to ~ Iz-dipole)

VSWR < 1.25 -,
Side-loba > 23 dB (500 - 800 MHz: > 25 dB)suppressien

~rizalion HorizontaI or vertical by conversion
ol the clamps

Max. power 30 Watts (higher power on request)

Combinalions Two or more enlennas may ba
connected la etlaln higher gain and
radialion petlems wiIh very high
side-loba suppressien

Malerial Weatherprool alumim.m.
Radome: fibreglass

Mounling To pipes of 48-115 mm - 1'/.-4'/2 in dia.
by means of mounling clamps, supplied

Jee protection Since Ihe radiators are fully PlOtected by
Ihe radome and due to its very sturdy
constructien, this antenna will remain
operationaI even during heavy Icing

GlOunding GlOunding via mounting parts

Mechanical data

Radiation
pattem
(al mid-lland)

in Elllane

v.lnd Ioad
160 km/h-

I mPh
ti 'zontaJ
"IierticaJ

Weight

Packing

frontaillateral: 63/102 N - 13.9122.5 Ibs
frontaJllateraJ: 63/500 N -13.9/110 Ibs

9 kg -19.8Ibs

117 x 37 x 19 cm - 46 x 15 x 7.5 in
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Appendix E: Simulation results Gaussian channel
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Appendix F: Simulation results Rayleigh channel

F.l Rayleigh profile 1, no coding
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F.2 Rayleigh profile 1, coding
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F.3 Rayleigh profile 2, no coding
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F.4 Rayleigh profile 2, coding
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Appendix G: Rayleigh channel profile data

In the program 6 profile models have been implemented. A profile consist of 1,

2 or 3 main reflections (groups). For each main reflection the arrival time is

given with respect to the arrival time of the first reflection. The arrival time of

the fust reflection is set at 0 ').lS. Each main reflection is provided with its own

delay spread. The profiles are normalised, yielding an average power transfer of

one. This means the average power at the output of the implemented

Rayleigh model is equal to the power at the input of the model. Due to the

nature of the Rayleigh channel, the power transfer is a function of time. In the

table below the profile data are listed.

Table 3. Profile data.

Profile group 1 group 2 group3

ampl. delay spread ampl. delay spread ampl. delay spread

l(rural) 1.00 0.0 0.11 - - - - - -

2(urbanl) 1.00 0.0 1.00 - - - - - -

3(urban2) 0.66 0.0 1.00 0.34 5 1.00 - - -
4(hilly1) 0.91 0.0 0.28 0.09 15 1.00 - - -

5(hilly2) 0.33 0.0 0.33 0.50 30 2.00 0.17 80 1.00

6(hilly3) 0.20 0.0 0.33 0.60 20 5.00 0.20 40 0.66
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Plots of the impulse responses of the profiles 1 and 2 are given in figure 28 and

figure 29.

IMPulse response
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Figure 28. Impulse response profile 1.
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Figure 29. Impulse response profile 2.

These impulse responses are calculated according to the method described in

Appendix G. This method has been implemented in the program. The results of

this method are very similar to the results obtained if a real impulse is fed

through the Rayleigh channel model. The duration (0-511) is 64 ps. The

corresponding frequency transfer functions are given in figure 30 and figure 31.
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Figure 30. Frequency response profile 1.
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Figure 31. Frequency response profile 2.

The amplitude of the received carriers has been calculated in order to obtain

the frequency response. The carriers are numbered from 0 to 511. The occupied

bandwidth is 8 MHz. These plots are of course snapshots, since the channel

transfer function alters as a function of time.

The plots show that short delay times cause flat fading. With increasing delay

times the fades become smaller and more frequent. This is the reason why the

stationary reception in case of a single path (for instance in a forest) is,

paradoxically, the most critical case, because a deep fade may occur throughout

all the band.
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Appendix G: Calculation of the impulse response

The impulse response is calculated in the DAB-receiver by calculating an IFFT

of the frequency transfer funetion of the mobile channel. The calculation of the

frequency transfer funetion is based on the phases of the received

sine sweep symbol. The transmitted phases of the sine sweep symbol are

known at the receiver. Assume that the transmitted phase of carrier number i

(frequency ~) is Zi. The frequency transfer funetion at frequency fi is given by

(44)

The received carrier can be written as

(45)

The frequency response may be calculated by

(46)

This calculation is carried out for each carrier. The impulse response is

calculated by taking the IFFT of the frequency responses and by taking the

modulus of the result of the IFFT operation. The result is a time discrete

version of the impulse response. The calculation method is graphically depicted

in figure 32.

11 11

1.1'l"\IP...,1 ..~

\ ,-••po,,,,••

I F F T

Figure 32. Calculation of the impulse response.

The resolution obtained in the DAB-receiver is given by 64 ].1s/512 =0.125 ].1s.
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Appendix H: Channel BER measurement by re-encoding

H.I Principles of re-encoding

The channel BER can be measured by re-encoding the data at the output of the

Viterbi decoder. The re-encoded data are compared with the code bits at the

input of the Viterbi decoder and an error is detected if a decoder input code bit

is not equal to the corresponding re-encoded bit. It is clear that this method is

reliable in the case of a high EJNo: due to the coding gain, the BER at the

output of the decoder is considerably lower then the BER at the input of the

decoder. The decoded data bits are than a good reference, since the decoded

data bits are virtually equal to the bits at the input of the encoder.

The quality of this method may be endangered if the BER at the output of the

decoder is comparabie to or higher than the BER at the input of the decoder.

This event occurs if the EblNois low.

In order to examine the performance of this method some simulations have

been done for a Gaussian channel and a Rayleigh channel. The results are

presented in Appendices H.2, H.3 and HA (Gaussian channel and two Rayleigh

channel profiles). The deviation in the channel BER for a low E/No is less than

a factor 2.

The conclusion is that this method is areliabie method for measuring a

channel BER up to 10-1
. This is the most important region in the field trial,

since the audio decoder fails if the channel BER is above 10-1
•

It should be mentioned that the performance of this method for measuring the

channel BER in a Rayleigh channel is dependent on the parameters of the

DAB-system in use. For instance a reduction of the time interleaving depth or

the use of hard decision decoding could influence the performance of this
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method and then the reliahility of this method should he proven again.
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H.2 Re-encoding simulations Gaussian channel
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H.3 Re-encoding simulations Rayleigh channel (profile 1)
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HA Re-encoding simulations Rayleigh channel (profile 2)
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Appendix I: error detector

1.1 Circuit diagram
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1.2 Description

The output of the Viterbi decoder in the DAB-receiver (from now on referred to

as decoder) is re-encoded. This is done by connecting the output of the decoder

to the input of a convolutional encoder (U5). The convolutional encoder is

functional equivalent to the encoder in the transmitter. The input decoder (Do)

is fed through a delay of 137 (128+9) cydes of the decoder symbol dock. This is

necessary in order to compensate the delay in the decoder. U1 and U2 are shift

registers used to carry out this delay. The re-encoded data and the data the

output of the shift register is compared by the exdusive-or gate (U3A). U4A

halves the duration of an error pulse, since otherwise successive errors would

produce one long pulse. U3B is a dock output buffer. U3C is a dock input

buffer.

The dock and error outputs are connected 10 a counter which calculates the

ratio between error and dock frequency. This result represents the channel

BER, ie the BER at the input of the decoder.
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J.2 Description

The modem is an A8K modem, but the data are not random in this case. A8K

modulation is used, since it is relatively easy to implement. The upper part of

the circuit diagram is the modulator part and the lower part is the demodulator

part.

modulator

U2 and U3 are oscillator/dividers. They generate the two carrier frequencies

111.86 and 138.55 kHz (pin 5). U5A and U5B are used for keying the carriers.

(This also could be done by switching the oscillators on and off, but this causes

erroneous detection pulses in the PLL demodulation process). The frame sync is

not a rectangular pulse, but a short negative going peak (the frame sync at the

front of the DAB-receiver should be used, the frame sync at the back is

unreliable). Therefore this peak is used as a trigger for a monostabIe

multivibrator in order to produce a rectangular pulse. The spectrum sync

should be 15 Volt. The audio signal is fed through a low pass filter, since

interference at the carrier frequencies (for instance digital pol1ution on the

audio line) may cause errors in the demodulation of the synchronisation

signals. The mtered audio signal and the synchronisation signals are

multiplexed by the operational amplifier. The synchronisation signals are not

sinusoidal but rectangular pulses. However, filtering is not necessary, since the

input of the racal recorder is provided with a lowpass filter.

demodulator

The multiplex input is fed through a lowpass filter (R20,C25). The output of

this filter is the audio signal. The multiplex input is also fed through a

highpass filter in order to remove the audio signa!. The output of the highpass

filter is connected to two PLL tone detectors (U7 and U8). They perform the

demodulation of the two carriers. The synchronisation signal are buffered (U9F

and U9D). The multiturns are used for adjusting the initial VCO frequency.
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Appendix K: User mannal {or the simnlation program

The simulation program simulates the performance of the COFDM system. The

simulations are carried out in baseband. The program performs the codingl

decoding-, time & frequency interleaving/de-interleaving and differential

modulation/demodulation algorithms. The transmitted signal is a time discrete

version of an OFDM baseband signa!. This signal corresponds to the signa! at

the output of the IFFT in a real transmitter. The user can simulate the

performance of the COFDM system in case of various Rayleigh channel models

or a Gaussian channel model.

The simulation program consist of four Pascal files:

1. 'Dabsim.pas': the main program.

2. 'Dsp.pas': contains mathematic procedures, (I)FFT procedures, procedures for

drawing graphs.

3. 'Monitor.pas': user IlO procedures.

4. 'Raylchan.pas': Rayleigh channel modelling.

An additional file named 'dab.xmt' should be present. The program uses this

file to generate a binary sequence, which is used as an input to the encoder, by

converling each ASCII character to an 8 bit word.

In general the user needs not to alter the sources files since the user is asked

to enter a number of simulation parameters, uniess he wants to change one of

the following parameters:

1. The number of (active) carriers.

2. The useful symbol duration.

3. The guard interval duration.

4. The frame structure.

5. The number of simulated symbols.
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Mter the program has been started the user is asked to enter a number of

parameters. In figure 33 a example of an input session is given:

Graphics display of reference symbol and impulse response [YIN) ? N
Rayleigh channel [yiN) ? Y
Enter profile number,
[l~rural, 2eurban1, 3=urban2, 4-hilly1, 5-hilly2, 6-hilly3]: 1

Enter Doppler frequency [0 .. 500 Hz): 100
Additive white gaussian noise [YIN] ? Y
Enter start value of EblNo (integer) : 6
Enter stop value of Eb/No (integer) : 8
Use of convolutional coding [yiN) ? Y
Use of time interleaving [YIN] ? Y
Use of frequency interleaving [yiN] ? Y
Use of guard interval [YIN) ? Y

All correct [YIN) ?

Figure 33. Example of an input session.

If the first question is answered with 'Y' then the impulse response and the

frequency transfer function of the channel is calculated and graphically

depicted. This calculation is based on the received sine sweep symbol. Of course

the result of the calculation is a snapshot in a Rayleigh channel.

If the user wants a Rayleigh channel, then he is asked to enter a profile and

the maximum doppier shift (Dmllx in (34». Ifthe user chooses for Gaussian noise

then he is asked to specifY a range of EJNo values. These values must be

integers. If the user wants to simulate only one E/No' he gives the same value

to the start value and the stop value. The meaning of the next four questions is

obvious. If the user made amistake during the input session he may start a

rerun of the input session by answering 'N' to the last question.
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After some initial calculations the screen looks like this:

rr============* BER calculation *============;1
errorcount = 0 bitcount = 448 Pe = O.OE+OOOO E avr - 1.2E+0000

EEEEDAB demo datafile

rr============='* Parameters *================;1
Rayleigh fading:Y; Profile:l; Doppler-100.0 Hz; AWGN:Y; Eb/No- 8.0 dB
Time int.:N; Freq. int.:Y; Conv. coding:Y; soft decision:4 bit(s)
'carriers=512; 'active carriers-448; Guard:Y; Tg=16 ~s; Tu=64 ~s

Figure 34. simulation output screen.

In the upper window the number of simulated and erroneous bits (at the output

of the Viterbi decoder) is given. The BER at the output of the Viterbi decoder is

given too. The last parameter contains information about the energy transfer of

the Rayleigh andJor Gaussian channeI. 'E_avr' is the mean energy at the output

of the Rayleigh andJor Gaussian channel divided by the energy at the input of

the channeI. If Eb/No is 0 dB then 'E_avr' becomes 2 after a sufficiently long

simulation time. This parameter is helpful in order to get an indication

whether the simulation time is sufficient or not.

The lower window contains the parameters of the simulated DAB-system and

the parameters of the channel model used. There is no information about the

frame structure.

Between the two windows mentioned above, the received and decoded datafile

is written. The most meaningful result appears here, provided that 'dab.xmt' is

an ASCII text file. If one is interested in the BER, it is advisable to use a

random datafile since the data bits of an ASCII file may be not random enough.
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The results of the simulations, together with the parameters of the simulated

system and the parameters of the channel are written to an output file

('dab.out') at the end of the simulations.
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